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by Example
OUR MISSION
Inspire and provide innovation that elevates the human
experience, supply value to markets served, assist the growth
of everyone we touch, and do the right thing all the time.
OUR PROMISE
We provide innovative seating and related products, at
a value, to our lodging, restaurant, convention, club and
university customers.
We supply banquet seating to more than 50% of the
convention centers located in the United States, and we
are specified by the largest hoteliers such as Marriott,
Hilton, Hyatt and InterContinental Hotels Group.
We have a sizable offering of chairs and tables for food
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We are responsible in all of our relationships and to the
environment.
We are accountable to our customers, employees and
suppliers, and achieve through performance.

OUR MARKETS
MTS has been setting the bar for the hospitality industry for
decades with the best-built, best-backed chairs money can
buy. Today, our seating products are prominently displayed in
every hospitality venue imaginable. You’ll find them nationally
from New York to Los Angeles and all points in between and
internationally from Sao Paulo to Kazakhstan. Our solutions
not only stand up, they stand out.
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HIGHLIGHT

The Ohio State University

custom laser-etched backs on the
Square Chair.
•

MTS Burgess® Como stacking
chairs – for OSU, the Crossroads
back design provides a unique look
for the Griffin Ballroom.

•

MTS Burgess® Salon nesting
chairs – lightweight, high-strength,
aluminum alloy frame, dramatic lines
in an endless array of fabrics

•

Impilato stacking chairs – an
impressive look and a comfortable
feel from a COMFORTweb® seat, the
OSU chairs also feature a custom
laser etched back with the Staters
Club logo

COLUMBUS, OH
MTS takes The Art of Seating to
one of America’s largest, most
prestigious public universities.
MTS Seating’s banquet, conference,
meeting and dining chairs are a
common sight on The Ohio State
University’s (OSU) Columbus, Ohio,
campus. The company has provided
more than 4,000 chairs and barstools
from nine product lines to the university.
One of the top 20 public universities in
the nation, OSU’s Columbus campus is
situated on more than 1,700 acres and
consists of 451 buildings. Its 14 colleges
and 175 undergraduate majors cater to
almost 50,000 undergraduate students.
MTS offers an extensive selection of
seating for venues in higher education,
in a variety of product lines and fabrics,
finishes, colors and surfaces. “Even in
a higher education setting – banquet
and conference facilities, campus dining
rooms and the like – we approach
seating as part of the overall design of
the room and facility,” said Bart Kulish,
president of MTS. “We collaborate with
our customers to help them achieve
their vision, whether it’s with color or a
custom chair design, and it’s especially
important in higher education settings.”
In the case of Ohio State, seating needs
for the new Ohio Union were very
specific when the facility opened
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in 2010. “We needed to have really
customized seating to meet the space
demands of the new venue,” explained
Beth Ullum, assistant director for
creative projects and special events at
Ohio State University.
MTS provided seating for a number of
conference, meeting and food service
facilities across campus, including
chairs for the largest space in the Ohio
Union: the Archie M. Griffin Grand
Ballroom. In addition, the university
has recently received a new MTS
customized chair order, this time for
the Ohio Union’s Staters Club.
Chair selections used
by OSU include:
•

MTS Designer Classics – modern
minimalist design with contoured
styling and flexible support

•

Toledo™ Chairs – mix of style and
character and a variety of back and
seating options, all on a steel frame

•

Micah Chairs – a smooth, brushed
aluminum finish and sleek architectural
style create a contemporary
appearance.

•

Americana™ Woods and Square
Chairs – steel (Americana) and
aluminum (Square Chair) frames,
a COMFORTweb® upholstered
seat, and, in the Ohio State project,

“Our Custom Shoppe can provide the
style and touches that personalize an
organization’s seating experience,”
said Kulish. “That’s very important
in a university setting, where every
touch point can reinforce a visitor’s
emotional tie to the institution.” MTS
has combined research, development,
engineering and manufacturing under
one roof for a customized product and
quick, efficient response.
MTS is the first metal-framed hospitality
seating manufacturer to earn the UL
GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality
Certification on its stacking, banquet
and restaurant seating, and received
Sustainability Leader status, the highest
rating possible, with the MindClick Global
Hospitality Sustainability Index in 2014.
Design, development,
manufacturing and customer
satisfaction are keys to MTS’s
mission and vision.

“ We collaborate with our customers to help them achieve their vision,
whether it’s with color or a custom chair design.”
– BART KULISH, PRESIDENT, MTS SEATING

TOP: Micah Barstool, Model 10/1-30-3x3
MIDDLE: Toledo Chair, Model 189
BOTTOM LEFT: Custom MTS Burgess®
Como Stacking Chair
BOTTOM RIGHT: Square Chair Model 11/1
with custom wood etching
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MADE IN THE

USA

GUEST
ROOM

GUEST ROOM AND
PUBLIC SPACE SEATING

22

1
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INTRODUCING
PA R A G A M I

INTRODUCING
INESSA

INTRODUCING
LEHTO

The Japanese art of origami
transforms ordinary sheets of paper
into extraordinary works of art. In a
similar way, MTS’s stunning, new
Paragami Series can transform
guest rooms and public spaces. This
elegant, cutting-edge seating line
combines the strength and versatility
a public venue demands with the
comfort and flexibility your guests
need. Paragami is a thing of beauty.

What’s in a name? When that name
is Inessa, the new MTS seating series
for guest rooms and public spaces,
the answer is pretty much everything
you need. Guest room models are on
a five-leg caster base and feature a
swivel/tilt adjustable height mechanism.
Public space versions come with a
straight or tapered four-leg base or fiveleg caster base with swivel. Choose
from three unique shell shapes.

The name means “grove” in Finnish,
which is appropriate since our new
Lehto Series combines a sleek, thin
profile with a beautiful, contemporary
upholstered shell design. These
versatile chairs offer the best of
both worlds: the ruggedness and
functionality of a public performer
and the elegance and tranquility of a
relaxed, laid-back guest. Lehto stands
out from the crowd.
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RESTAURANT DINING

Introducing
STROM
The Strom Series restaurant dining chairs
give new meaning to the phrase “dining in
style.” These sleek, industrial modern chairs
feature beautiful lines and an angular back,
seat and frame. Available with a wood or
COMFORTweb® upholstered seat, Strom is
the perfect combination of cool and comfort.
With Strom, every customer gets the best
seat in the house.

BANQUET STACKING

Introducing
SALVO

The latest addition to our MTS Burgess®
Collection, the Salvo Series are
contemporary, lightweight, multipurpose
stacking chairs. Perfect for banquet and
conference venues, these stackable chairs
feature sturdy aluminum alloy frames,
unique back shapes and come standard
with a COMFORTflex® back. When it
comes to seating comfort, Salvo is cause
for celebration.

Introducing
LEVO

Functionality has a beautiful new face. We’re proud to
introduce the Levo Series from the MTS Burgess® Collection. With
their lightweight aluminum alloy frame construction, these stackable
banquet chairs exude both strength and versatility. Available with
either our popular COMFORTFlex® back or a stationery back, the
Levo Series can turn any event into a showstopper.
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mtsseating.com

A PICTURE IS WORTH
A THOUSAND WORDS

At MTS, we
look at everything differently, especially
our own seating solutions. Toward that
end, we are in the process of updating our
online catalog with new, high-resolution
photographs.
At mtsseating.com, you will find beautiful,
enlargeable photographs of our entire
seating line. This comprehensive, easyto-navigate website also offers in-depth
product information; color, fabric and
finish options and up-to-date pricing.
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The Custom Shoppe
At the MTS Custom Shoppe we specialize
in creating one-of-a-kind, made-to-order
chairs. Have an idea in mind? Is there
a particular color or pattern you like?
Looking to design something completely
different? Whatever your vision is, we’ll
work closely with you to help you achieve it.

MADE TO
ORDER
When we say made-to-order, that’s exactly what we mean.
At MTS we are committed to delivering personalized solutions
to our customers’ needs, no matter how challenging those
needs may be. That’s why we created the Custom Shoppe—
because what you want is exactly what you get.

The choice is yours.
14 NEW COLOR OPTIONS!
You shouldn’t have to compromise on design
or color, and when you work with MTS you
won’t. We are proud to introduce 14 new
premier finishes to go along with the nine
standard finishes we currently offer. We
also have an almost unlimited range of stain
options, and our inhouse custom stain
professionals can
match virtually any
color with our ecofriendly, water-based
custom stains.

At MTS, making great chairs means making

GREEN

continuous environmental improvements.

BY DESIGN

As part of our SynerGreen® philosophy,
we have embraced aggressive recycling,
energy conservation and emission
reduction efforts. These efforts have earned
us the GREENGUARD® Indoor Air Quality

Our SynerGreen® philosophy is proof that MTS

Certification for our entire seating line, as
well as Sustainability Leader status on the

is green and getting greener.

MindClick Global Sustainability Index.

2014 MTS Sustainability SCORECARD

3

Certified Sustainability leader in
MindClick Global Index

8th consecutive year with all seating
products UL Greenguard Certified
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All seating products CAL 117-2013 compliant

2.4 million tons of waste diverted from landfills
through recycling program
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Reduced waste to landfills by 14% compared
to 2013 – by way of numerous reduction initiatives

Implemented 100% recycled (IRT) composite substrate on elan nesting
chairs, reducing 80 tons of wood from our manufacturing process annually
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MTS seating products are

TEST

“ Our chairs can hold an elephant!”
We’ve all heard the outlandish
claims seating manufacturers make
regarding the amount of weight their
products can hold. In reality furniture
testing is much more complex than
just placing a weight on a chair to
see if the chair can hold it.

through a full battery of BIFMA
tests, including seat drop, leg-pull
and stability testing. Brian Truelove,
Operations Manager at Advanced
Furniture Testing, a UL Company,
stated, “People are dynamic. They
are in constant motion, and testing
needs to replicate actual movement.”

That’s why MTS tests our products
to exceed standards set by the
Business and Institutional Furniture
Manufacturers Association (BIFMA).
An American National Standards
Institute-accredited organization,
BIFMA’s standards incorporate
feedback from manufacturers,
customers and furniture testers.

Customer safety is a top priority at
MTS and so is product durability.
MTS chairs are the best built, bestbacked in the industry. One of the
big reasons for that is the rigorous
testing that each and every product
goes through before it reaches the
market. The next time someone
tells you their chair can hold an
elephant, ask to see their BIFMA
test results. We’d be more than
happy to show you ours.

“It’s important to differentiate
between a product that can simply
hold a large amount of weight and
a product that has been tested to
repeatedly meet the impact of that
much weight,” said Doug Woodard,
North American Furniture Leader,
UL and founder of Advanced
Furniture Testing, a UL Company.

Meeting the new
flammability standards

In 2013, the State of California
adopted a revision to the
flammability standard (TB-117),
now titled TB 117-2013. Starting
The seating market demands multi- January 1, 2015, all manufacturers
functionality, and manufacturers
of upholstered furniture that use
must test their seating to meet those polyurethane foam were required
demands. MTS puts its seating
to comply with the new standard
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Exceeding
BIFMA
Standards
when shipping to California. Over
the years, TB-117 has become the
de facto flammability standard for
most states. Therefore, MTS has
adopted the 2013 update as the
new standard for all of our seating
products.
The new standard requires foam
to meet a smolder test, which
is much less stringent than the
previous open-flame test. As
a result, many of the harmful
chemicals in polyurethane foam
that aided in meeting the original
requirement can be removed from
the manufacturing process. This is
critical because there is no longer
exposure to the high level of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) that
were previously present during foam
production.
In conjunction with our
COMFORTbliss™ foam, all current
textiles swatched by MTS meet the
new requirement (TB 117-2013), as
will all future additions to our textile
offerings. All COMs shipped to MTS
must also be compliant with the
new TB117-2013 standard.
QUESTIONS ON A SPECIFIC TEXTILE?

Please feel free to contact us
regarding the new flammability
standard.
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M Osteria Bar
Toledo, Ohio

The MTS Representative in your area is:

INSPIRED

MTS Seating
7100 Industrial Drive
Temperance, MI 48182
734-847-3875
FAX: 800-329-0687
mtsseating.com
Soy-based inks used in printing
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